Kids, on the 1st day of school, here, do be introduced, everyone here ready to listen to you. Already this way then beginning is to know each other better, important too, huh?

Shoulder tapped even that to show, for you, from someone a beaming face, reasons for that, I’m not too old can I hug you? May I laugh? Let’s be enthusiastic! One for the other that means 1st of all about each other! We might even share a milkshake!

WISDOM over the course of this year a campus icon paired made of friends from wherever we’ve all met. Seems, so fast, grown up so, there has to be no semester limit. Taught, introduced, step up. Don’t be afraid, either, to speak up.

No way to just stay in bed in the morning to, just, yeah cry or do nothing, outside here brings already recess time. Microphone games for each can begin with 1st dream. Life not, too fast, happy, success, we have to laugh, even, when we’re not, anyway thankful for all we have here yet to see-n-do.

In this year’s run growing up, 1st we know we have to be ready to tell others about that back, we’ve that kind of talent too, aplenty, known here it’s no other way. I believe mentioned before we don’t grow older just to do nothing, in fact we have to enjoy it!

You hear that bell? Its spell afternoon school’s out! Turned loose, be it, race you to the road, stop, turn, music, lyrics see’ya tomorrow!

👍️  😎️  Yah, quite a bucket list